Welcome! We congratulate winners and thank applicants who allowed us to review their excellent work. We thank donors and friends of the Department of English. Without them, these scholarships and awards would not be possible. We also thank the Department of English and the College of Arts & Sciences for funding our reception.

Dr. Bruce Clarke, Department Chairperson
Dr. Mary Jane Hurst, Awards Committee Chair
Dr. Rich Rice, Awards Committee Member
Suzi Duffy, Awards Committee Assistant
Lindsay Inscore, Awards Committee Assistant
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April 21, 2016
Awards, Scholarships, and Academic Achievement Winners

**Chad Abushanab**
The Mary Sue Carlock/Joyce Thompson Graduate English Scholarship

**Bolutito Babatunde**
The Jay Rushing Award for Best Literature Review

**Aubrey Banning**
The Benjamin Gregory Rude English Endowed Scholarship

**Sarah Banschbach Valles**
The Thomas Langford Endowed Graduate Scholarship

**Kyle Bassett**
The Bruce G. & Cara Pollard Herlin Creative Writing Excellence Scholarship
The Helen DeVitt Jones Graduate Fellowship

**Will Bednarz**
The Stephan Ross Huffman Memorial Poetry Award

**Andrew Berthrong**
The Best Doctoral First-Year Composition Document Instructor Award

**Kathleen Blackburn**
The English Faculty & Alumni Scholarship
The Helen DeVitt Jones Graduate Fellowship

**Jessie Borgman**
The English Faculty & Alumni Scholarship

**Nicole Borrenpohl**
The Helen Locke Carter English Memorial Scholarship

**Liz Burke**
The Best Masters First-Year Composition Document Instructor Award

**Rebecca Campbell**
The Pulla Maha-Nanda Akkaraju Scholarship

**Chen Chen**
The Warren Walker Award for Critical Writing

**Lydia Clinkscales**
The Truman & Virginia Camp Scholarship
The Arts & Sciences Merit Scholarship

**Chanel Cox**
The H. Y. Price Scholarship from Arts & Sciences
The Truman & Virginia Camp Scholarship

**Bulmaro Cruz**
The Ann Daighistany Scholarship
The Truman & Virginia Camp Scholarship

“Since I was young, people have said I dreamed too big and unrealistic to ever really achieve any one of my dreams. […] I want to thank you in the bottom of my heart for making my dream possible.”

– Bulmaro Cruz
Caleb Daniel
The J. T. McCullen Award for Best Advanced Undergraduate Literature Paper
The Stephan Ross Huffman Memorial Poetry Award

Joe Dornich
The Benjamin Gregory Rude English Endowed Scholarship

Jasmine Epstein
The Helen DeVitt Jones Graduate Fellowship
The Arts & Sciences Recruitment Fellowship

Will Felty
The Mary Sue Carlock Award for Best Sophomore Literature Paper

Jennifer Fierke
The Helen Locke Carter English Memorial Scholarship

Erica Flores
The L. S. Fuller Technical Communication Scholarship

Kaitlyn Garrison
Runner-Up, J. T. McCullen Award for Best Advanced Undergrad Lit. Paper
The Rushing Family English Scholarship
The Arts & Sciences Merit Scholarship

Colin Hale
The Allan & Olga Carter Memorial Scholarship

Garrett Haley
Phi Beta Kappa Inductee

Amy Hanson
The Technical Communication & Rhetoric Best ENGL 2311 Instructor

Halen Hardage
The Truman & Virginia Camp Scholarship

Ashley Hardage Edlin
The Helen Locke Carter English Memorial Scholarship

Dillon Harris
The Mary Louise Brewer Award for Best Researched Argument in FYC

Elizabeth Hash
Finalist, Rhodes Scholarship

Dina Hassan
The Benjamin Gregory Rude English Endowed Scholarship

Leah Heilig
The Best Doctoral First-Year Composition Classroom Instructor Award
The Warren Walker Award for Critical Writing

“My travel and continuing research and education would not be possible without the generosity of this award, so I am truly grateful.”

– A. H. Edlin
Melissa Helquist
   The Technical Communication & Rhetoric Best Dissertation Alumni Award

Candice Horde
   The Helen Locke Carter English Memorial Scholarship
   The L. S. Fuller Technical Communication Scholarship
   Phi Beta Kappa Inductee

Gregg Howard
   The Dr. George T. Prigmore Graduate Scholarship in English

Kylie Jacobsen
   The Technical Comm. & Rhetoric Best ENGL 2311 First-Semester Instructor Award

Brian Larsen
   The William Bryan Gates Graduate Award in English

Mike Lemon
   The Allan & Olga Carter Memorial Scholarship

Victoria Lien
   Runner-Up, Mary Sue Carlock Award for Best Sophomore Literature Paper

Lauren Lopez
   The Andrew Aycock Memorial Scholarship

Kerry Manzo
   The William Bryan Gates Graduate Award in English

Emma Martinez
   The L. S. Fuller Technical Communication Scholarship

Patsy Matheny
   The H. Y. Price Scholarship from Arts & Sciences
   The Truman & Virginia Camp Scholarship

Candice Merrill
   The Stephan Ross Huffman Memorial Poetry Award

Luke Morgan
   The Sue Carlock/Joyce Thompson Graduate English Scholarship

Clinton Morrison
   The Thomas Langford Endowed Graduate Scholarship

Kenna Neitch
   The Pulla Maha-Nanda Akkaraju Scholarship
   The Arts & Sciences Recruitment Fellowship

Kevin O’Donovan
   The Best Masters First-Year Composition Classroom Instructor Award

Victoria O’Hara
   The Arts & Sciences Recruitment Fellowship

“I want to take a moment to thank you not just for the financial gift this scholarship will be for me, but also for the gifts of your time, attention, and dedication to the work of this scholarship and the futures it enables.”

– Luke Morgan
Claire Oldham
The Truman & Virginia Camp Scholarship
The H. Y. Price Scholarship from Arts & Sciences
The Gibbs Scholarship from the Community Foundation of West Texas

Kimberly Phillips
The Dr. Wilbanks Technical Communication Scholarship
The L. S. Fuller Scholarship
The Susan & Eric Stotzer Scholarship
The Arts & Sciences Merit Scholarship

Robert Pickett
The Kline Nall Award for Best Rhetorical Analysis in First-Year Composition

Jennifer Popa
The Helen DeVitt Jones Graduate Fellowship

Mariama Poquiz
The Dr. Dale W. Davis & Alan Kent Davis Memorial Scholarship
The TTU Freshman Presidential Scholarship

Iracema Quintero
The Allan & Olga Carter Memorial Scholarship

Aryn Lindi Ragsdale
The Carolyn Detjen Rude Endowment for Technical Communication Award

Rachel Rayl
The Arts & Sciences Recruitment Fellowship

Amelia Reyes
The Helen DeVitt Jones Graduate Fellowship

Josey Rogers
The Truman & Virginia Camp Scholarship

Dominic Russ-Combs
The Stegner Fellowship from Stanford University

Emma Seidensticker
The L. S. Fuller Technical Communication Scholarship

Brady Sharp
The Truman & Virginia Camp Scholarship
The Arts & Sciences Merit Scholarship

Macy Skipworth
The Bruce Family Memorial Scholarship
The Helen DeVitt Jones Graduate Fellowship

Jessica Smith
The Warren Walker Award for Critical Writing

“This scholarship could not have come at a better time. My sister will be entering Texas Tech in the Fall so our family will have two college students. I can’t even begin to convey my gratitude for how this scholarship will affect my family’s financial situation.”

– Claire Oldham
Allison Spikes
The Helen DeVitt Jones Graduate Fellowship

Sarah Sprouse
The Allan & Olga Carter Memorial Scholarship

Amber Stewart
The L. M. Tunnell Memorial Scholarship

Erica Stone
The Helen Locke Carter English Memorial Scholarship

Erin Trauth
The 2015 CCCC Outstanding Dissertation Award

TTU STC Student Chapter
The Society for Technical Communication Community Award (3rd Consecutive Year)

Elaine Tveit
The Allan & Olga Carter Memorial Scholarship
The Arts & Sciences Merit Scholarship

Sarah N. Vaughn
The Technical Communication & Rhetoric Alumni Award for Best Senior Project
Phi Beta Kappa Inductee

Sarah Viren
The Jack Kerouac Project Residency Award

Daniel Walker
The Rushing Family English Scholarship

Colby Ward
Phi Beta Kappa Inductee

Chance Webb
The Truman & Virginia Camp Scholarship

Elaine Wisniewski
The Carolyn Detjen Rude Endowment for Technical Communication Award

Kristen York
The Truman & Virginia Camp Scholarship
The Arts & Sciences Merit Scholarship

David Young
The Technical Comm. & Rhetoric Best ENGL 2311 Graduate Part-Time Instructor

Thanks to all faculty, program directors, and instructors who submitted letters of recommendation and who reviewed applications for scholarships and for awards.
With Team Spirit, the Erica Flores Family Thanks Donors!
The Dr. George T. Prigmore Scholarship in English awarded to a freshman from a local high school. Davis in honor of their son, Alan. The scholarship is
Scholarship
The Dr. Dale W. Davis and Alan Kent Davis Memorial undergraduate or graduate student in TC. Rhetoric program and is awarded annually to an
Technical Communication Award
The Carolyn Detjen Rude English Endowment for creative writing.
Excellence Scholarship
The Bruce G. & Cara Pollard Herlin Creative Writing born in Texas pursuing American literature studies.

The Benjamin Gregory Rude English Endowed Scholarships were established by Drs. Carolyn & Don Rude and friends in memory of their son.

The Bruce Family Memorial Scholarship was given from the estate of Charles Thomas Bruce for a student born in Texas pursuing American literature studies.

The Bruce G. & Cara Pollard Herlin Creative Writing Excellence Scholarship for a graduate student pursuing creative writing.

The Carolyn Detjen Rude English Endowment for Technical Communication Award is named for the founding director of the Technical Communication & Rhetoric program and is awarded annually to an undergraduate or graduate student in TC.

The Dr. Dale W. Davis and Alan Kent Davis Memorial Scholarship has been endowed by Dr. & Mrs. Dale Davis in honor of their son, Alan. The scholarship is awarded to a freshman from a local high school.

The Dr. George T. Prigmore Scholarship in English is named for an alumnus of our graduate program and goes to a graduate student committed to teaching.

The Dr. William Wilbanks Technical Communication Scholarship was endowed by Susan Whitlow Stotzer, a 1993 graduate of TTU, and her husband Eric, in honor of Dr. William Wilbanks.

The English Faculty & Alumni Scholarship was established by English faculty and alumni for an incoming grad student exhibiting exceptional promise.

Graduate Teaching Awards are presented to teaching assistants who are working toward graduate degrees and have demonstrated excellence in teaching.

The Helen Locke Carter Memorial Scholarship was established by Dr. Joyce Locke Carter in memory of her mother, Helen Locke Carter, an alumna of English.

The Jay Rushing Award for Best Literature Review is named for a former director of the undergraduate English program and a long-time instructor of composition.

The J. T. McCullum Award for the Best Upper-Level Literature Paper is named for a popular, long-time teacher of Shakespeare.

The Kline Award for Best Rhetorical Analysis is named for a distinguished alumnus and long-time instructor of Composition.

The Lenore M. Tunnell Memorial Scholarship was established as a memorial to Lenore M. Tunnell, who served the English Department for many years as an outstanding instructor of freshman and sophomore courses.

The Linda S. Fuller Endowed Scholarship was established by Terry E. & Linda S. Fuller for students majoring in Technical Communication.

The Mary Louise Brewer Award for Best Research Argument is named for a long-time, dedicated instructor of composition.

The Mary Sue Carlock Award for Best Sophomore Literature Paper is named for an outstanding instructor and the first woman to receive the rank of full professor in English.

The Mary Sue Carlock/Joyce Thompson Graduate English Scholarship was established by Dr. Phyllis Bridges for a graduate student majoring in American literature.

The Pulla Mahaa-Nanda Akkaraju Scholarship was established by her son, Vijay Chandra Akkaraju, to honor her love of literature, for a full-time undergraduate majoring in English.

The Rushing Family Endowed Scholarship in English was established by the W. B. (“Dub”) Rushing family for an outstanding undergraduate majoring in English major.

The Stephan Ross Huffman Memorial Poetry Award was established by Stephan’s parents, General Walter B. & Anne C. Huffman, in memory of their son for any undergraduate poet.

The Susan & Eric Stotzer Technical Communication Scholarship was established for an undergraduate student majoring in technical communication.

The Thomas Langford Endowed Graduate Scholarship honors Dr. Langford, a distinguished professor and former Dean of the Graduate School, and goes to a student studying the relationship between Christianity and literature.

The Truman and Virginia Camp English Scholarship was established by Dr. and Mrs. Truman Camp. Dr. Camp served as Chair of the English Department for sixteen years.

The Warren S. Walker Award for Critical Writing is named for a former Horn Professor in the English Department and rewards the best critical essay written in a graduate seminar in English.

The William Bryan Gates Graduate Award in English were established by Professor Emeritus Eunice Joiner Gates as a memorial to her husband, a distinguished professor of English and Dean of the Graduate School.

Please congratulate and share this good news with others. Apply (again) next year!